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The Problem with Sunrooms
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In last week’s blog, we mentioned that outdoor living spaces are preferable to sunrooms and
that sunrooms just create problems. We didn’t feel good just leaving that statement out like that,
so let us elaborate…
Sunrooms, also commonly known as three- or four-season rooms, need to be installed with
absolute top quality. Please don’t DIY this project, or hire someone who has little to no
experience. If it is not constructed the right way, the problems outlined below become much
worse.
Your first concern will be water. There are a few areas in a sunroom where water can leak in.
Between panels, or more commonly, where the sunroom connects to your house can be
problem areas. Newer and better materials decrease this risk, but you still need to rely on the
builder knowing what they are doing and being skilled at doing it. The issue comes with
repairing these leaks - it will take more than just caulking. Often you will need to do major
reconstruction or even rebuild completely to resolve the issue.

Why Choose an Outdoor Living Space? Fewer joints on the overhead cover mean
fewer leaks. In fact, on a good outdoor living space, the roof is a seamless extension of your
house, ensuring a leak-proof addition.
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Another water related issue is condensation. On cold days, your warm sunroom can fog up, on
the inside. You know what happens when an interior rooms collects too much moisture, right?
You may end up dealing with mold. Just like with your bathrooms, you need to make sure the
room is well ventilated or else bigger problems arise.

Why Choose an Outdoor Living Space? Condensation isn’t an issue because it is
outside. You can make your outdoor living space enclosed on all sides with screens and
barriers, but it isn’t an airtight room and you are still technically outside.
Another important point is the upfront cost. The room is almost entirely glass, and you need to
get fairly expensive glass. For starters, the windows need to be efficient enough to insulate
against the cold, but block excessive heat and UV rays in the summer. More importantly though,
you need to spring for safety glass. It needs to be able to hold up against Alberta’s
unpredictable weather. Make sure you choose the glass that will be tough against high wind,
silly amounts of snow, and
unpredictable hail.

Why Choose an
Outdoor Living
Space? Little to no glass to
be concerned with. What’s
more, is you can make that
upfront cost as high or low
as you are comfortable with.
You can choose how
elaborate to make the
space, and how many
features to include. Almost
nothing is mandatory in your
outdoor living space, so
everything included is
something you want.
Lastly, when it comes to the value of your house, an inspector will recognize the potential
problems that come with a sunroom, and s/he wouldn’t be doing their job if they didn’t advise
potential homeowners of them. You are more likely to increase house value by installing big
windows on your house and letting in natural light.

Why Choose an Outdoor Living Space? Decks do add value to your home, and a
full outdoor living space is more than just a deck. It is a deck that can be occupied for as much
as the full year (depending on how many heating and protection features you added).
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We are always ready and willing to talk more about renovations and additions, do if you would
like more information, have more questions, or would like to know what an outdoor living space
on your house would entail, please don’t hesitate to give us a call or send us a message.
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Visit our Ultimate Showhome
108 Douglas Woods Grove SE
Thursday 12pm-7pm
Friday-Sunday 9am-4pm

Did you know that if you are a current (or
former) customer of Ultimate Homes and
Renovations, you automatically qualify for our
referral program? Call us for information.
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